
EDITORIAL

Optimising treatment pathways for borderline and locally
advanced pancreatic cancer: an adaptive personalised
approach

The treatment paradigm for borderline and locally advanced pancreatic cancer is evolving with an increased shift towards utilising
systemic chemotherapy and chemoradiation to potentially facilitate more curative resections. This has been driven by the improved
outcomes from the use systemic combination chemotherapy on its own, or sequentially with chemoradiation, resulting in improved
resection rates and survival outcomes.
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MAIN
The best outcomes for patients with non-metastatic pancreatic
cancer remain in those who have successful surgical resections;
but only 1:101 patients may have this option at the time of
diagnosis. Recently, the benefit of neoadjuvant treatments in
improving clinical outcomes has been demonstrated2,3 for
borderline resectable pancreatic cancer. However, the evidence
for the use of sequential therapy for locally advanced disease is
under review, with sequential combination chemotherapy fol-
lowed by concurrent chemoradiation4 or newer radiation techni-
ques e.g. Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy (SBRT).5 These
approaches are being explored in clinical trials with a view to
improving clinical outcomes for these patients. This may result in
increasing the number of patients who become suitable for
curative resections, and subsequently further improve their
survival outcomes.
In the paper by the AGEO group, which accompanies this

editorial, we see the tantalising prospect of improved clinical
outcomes with expert MDT driven use of sequential systemic and
radiation therapy. The authors use follow on chemoradiation and
observed more curative surgery for patients with borderline
resectable and locally advanced pancreatic cancer. In this study of
more than 300 patients, the authors consistently applied the
NCCN definition for borderline and locally advanced pancreatic
cancer. Crucially, the authors systematically and consistently
utilised expert specialist pancreatic MDT to formulate individual
patient specific treatment plans and produced “real-world” data to
support the use of optimal sequential therapy. They observed an
improvement in survival outcomes with patients receiving
chemotherapy having a median overall survival of 16.8 months
and those having chemoradiation achieving a median overall
survival of 21.8 months. Patients who then proceeded to have a
surgical resection following chemotherapy alone or sequentially
with chemoradiation derived the best survival outcomes with a
median survival which has not been reached. This was achieved
without excess G3/4 toxicity rates. These findings require further
exploration within clinical trials to determine the optimal
sequential therapeutic options for these patients.
Nevertheless, the retrospective nature of the study and clinician

dependent selection of the treatment pathway does confer bias

which needs to be taken into consideration in the interpretation
of this study. The use of radiation therapy in this study which led
to improved outcomes is in contrast with the findings from the
recent Alliance AO20501 study6 which had poorer outcomes in
the cohort of patient treated with sequential Folfirinox and SBRT. It
remains to be ascertained as to why this effect may have been
encountered. Possible explanations may be due to the treatment
volume effect utilised with SBRT and / or the effect of fractionation
schedule used. In both this AEGO study and the Dutch PREOPANC
trial,7 the use of conventional or moderately hypofractionated
radiation therapy concurrent with chemotherapy appeared to lead
to improved outcomes. Although the role of sequential Folfirinox
and SBRT in the context of borderline resectable is now much less
certain,6 the role of SBRT following multiagent systemic che-
motherapy in locally advanced pancreatic cancer may have some
benefit for patients where surgery is not an option as highlighted
by a recent cohort study5 which demonstrated improved local
control (2 year local failure rate of 32.8%) and survival outcomes
(median survival of 26.8 months). Further studies exploring the
utility of non SBRT based radiation therapy, sequentially with
optimal combination chemotherapy are required in the pre-
operative setting; and the potential role of SBRT and non SBRT
chemoradiation schedules following systemic chemotherapy in
the locally advanced setting are also required.5,7

This AEGO study does highlight the need for more precision, in
both patient selection and adapting the treatment pathways
accordingly, led by expert pancreatic MDTs, to improve outcomes
and facilitate surgical resection whenever possible. The Primus
002 trial,8 which a part of the UK Precision Panc Platform trial, is
such a biomarker driven trial which aims to potentially identify
treatments based on patients DDR (deficient in DNA repair)status.
Various groups are also looking to personalise and adapt
treatments by standardising treatment algorithms and applying
consistent patient stratification, for example the proposed NCRI
pancreatic cancer Umbrella study,9 should enable improved
selection of treatment algorithms for specific patient cohorts,
leading to optimised use of systemic and radiation therapy
combinations when indicated and ultimately, lead to further
improvement in patient outcomes for patients with non-
metastatic pancreatic cancer.
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